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Let M be a <7-finite type III von Neumann algebra with
separating and cyclic vector ζ (on a not necessarily separable
Hubert space), let C be the center of M, let e be the projection corresponding to the subspace generated by Cζ, and let
τ(x) be the unique element in C with τ(x)e~exe for x in M.
For X in the spectrum X of C, let pχ be the canonical representation of the state τχ{x)=τ(xΓ(X). The integral \τχ{x)dv(X)
induces the central decomposition of M. A separable C*algebra JB of M is found so that p%(M)" has a <r-weakiy continuous projection of norm one on pχ(B)"9 and Pχ(B)" is a
type III factor on an open dense set of X. It is shown that
Px{M)" is type III and that τχ has a decomposition (in the
sense of Choquet-Bishop-de Leeuw) as an integral of type III
functionals quasi-supported by primary type III functionals
for X in the open dense set.
JL

Introduction,

One may write every normal

(i.e.,

σ-weakly

continuous positive linear) functional φ of a von Neumann algebra M
as an integral of a field of linear functionals over a base space.
Several different choices are possible. The field of states (i.e., of
positive functionals ψ with ψ(l) = 1) can be taken, and the measure
can be taken to be a Borel measure quasi-supported in the sense of
Choquet-Bishop-de Leeuw by the primary functionals (i.e., functionals
whose canonical representations produce factor von Neumann algebras)
in that every Baire set disjoint from the set of primary functionals
has measure 0 [26], [37], [44], [45]. It appears there is not much
information on whether the measure is supported in some way by
functionals whose type (LeM functionals whose canonical representations have type) corresponds to the type of the algebra jkf
One may decompose φ in another way. The algebra M may be
considered as a Banach module over its center C. The functional φ
can be written as (φ\C)oφ where Φ is in the positive cone Mi (i.e.,
Φ(ilf+) c C+) of the space AL, of σ-weakly continuous C-module homomorphisms of M into C. Defining the field of functionals {φχ \ χ e X}
over the spectrum X of C by φχ(x) = Φ(xT(%)9 one gets the representation
φ(x) = \φχ{xTdμ{χ)
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where μ is the usual spectral measure on X given by φ(x) =
ψ(χ)dμ(χ) for x in C. Here αΓ is the Gelfand transform of x [10].
One can also write the canonical representation pφ of φ as the direct
integral of the canonical representations {px} of the field of functionals {φx} so that the Hubert space H(φ) of pφ corresponds to the
direct integral of the field of Hubert spaces of the canonical representations px. In the usual framework, the algebra M is generated
by C and a countable*-subalgebra {#J of M over the rational complex
number Cr and the components of the direct integral decomposition
of the Hubert space consist of the fields {pχ(Xi)ζχ}ίf where ζχ is the
cyclic vector of pχ(M) with
ωζχ(pχ(χ))

= (pχ(χ)ζχ, ζχ) = Φχ{x)

for x in M, and the components of the direct integral decomposition
of the algebra is the von Neumann algebra on clos {ρχ(Xi)ζχ} generated
by the restrictions of the operators {px(Xi)}t (cf. [5], [14], [15], [19],
[20], [33]). Here, however, we seek information on the von Neumann
algebra pχ{M)" generated by pχ(M) on Hχ = H(φχ) even in the general
case where the algebra is not countably generated over its center.
We have already proved that there is a map (χ) of X into disjoint
quasi-equivalence classes of representations of M such that, for every
Ψ in Mt with Ψ(l) = 1, the canonical representation induced by
^( Γ(X) is in the class (χ) except possibly for a nowhere dense set
[11]. Also if M is of type I (resp. type II), then the classes (χ) are
classes of type I (resp. type II) factor representations [11], [31].
In this article, we study the classes (χ) of representations for
type III algebras. We show that every ^-finite von Neumann algebra
M has a o-weakly continuous projection of norm 1 onto a countably
generated algebra N of the same type. If M is of type III, the
algebra N can be chosen to have a weakly dense separable *-subalgebra B so that there is a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection
of norm one of pχ(M)" reduced modulo the projection qχ of Hχ onto
clos pχ(M)ζχ onto pχ(B)"χ and pχ(B)"χ is a type III factor for all x except
possibly a nowhere dense set. For any type III algebra M, we show
that px(M)" has a faithful tf-weakly continuous projection of norm
one onto a particularly simple kind of direct sum of type III factors
except possibly for a nowhere dense set. Finally, we decompose the
states φx into an integral over a convex w*-compact set of type III
states with regard to a Borel measure quasi-supported by the type
III primary states except possibly for a nowhere dense set of X.
The main technical tool is the decomposition of generalized and
modular Hubert algebras. The framework differs to some extent
from the recent studies of Sutherland [33], Lance [19], [20] and
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Jurzak [14], [15], in that the interest here is in nowhere dense sets
rather than sets of measure 0. However, the framework is analogous
in the sense that we have need only for the decomposition of countably generated generalized Hubert algebras to obtain the decomposition of B given by {pχ(B)}. The main contribution is the construction of the correct countably generated algebra needed to obtain
information about pχ(M)", via the relationship between pχ(B)" and
pχ(M)". In any case we show that the decomposition of generalized
Hubert algebras associated with faithful normal linear functionals
can be obtained without any countable field assumptions of Sutherland,
Lance or Jurzak. The assumptions are needed only to obtain the
information that component generalized Hubert algebras produce
factors.
2. Preliminaries* An algebra j y over the complex numbers
C with involution ζ —> ζ* is called a modular Hilbert algebra if J^f
has an inner product (ζ, η) and a complex one parameter automorphism group J(λ) satisfying the following axioms:
( I ) (fζ, η) = 07, f*ζ);
( II ) for every ζ e J ^ , the map η-^ζη is continuous on όzf\
( III ) the subalgebra J ^ 2 generated by ζη for ζ, η in J^f is
dense in J ^ ;
( IV ) (J(λ)ζ)1 = J(-λ)ζ* for all λ e C , ζ i n j / ;
( V ) (J(λ)ζ, η) - (ζ, Δ(λ)η);
( VI ) (J(l)C*, V*) = (Vf 0;
(VII) (Λ(λ)ζ, r]) is an analytic function of λ on C; and
(VIII) for every real t, the set (1 + Δ{t)) jzf is dense in j ^ .
If Jzf is an algebra with involution # over C and admits an inner
product which satisfies (I)-(III) and the following condition, then Ssf
is called a generalized Hilbert algebra:
( IX ) the involution is a preclosed conjugate linear operator
of ,£Λ
Let J^f be a generalized Hilbert algebra. Let JΔιI% be the polar
decomposition of the closure of #. For each ζ in j ^ , there is a
unique bounded linear operator τr(ζ) in the completion H of J ^ in
the inner product such that π(ζ)η = ζr) for all η in Jzf. Let j ^ " be
ιn
ί/Z
the space of all ζ in the domain &(Δ~ ) of A~ such that there
is a bounded linear operator π'(ζ) of i ϊ satisfying the relation π\ζ)η =
π(j?)ζ for all ^ in j ^ . Let J^r" be the space of all ζ in ^(zf / 2 )
such that there is a bounded linear operator π(ζ) such that π(ζ)rj =
π'()?)ζ for all )? in j ^ ' . The sets J%f', όtf" are generalized Hilbert
algebras with involution ζb = JJ~1/2 and ζ* = J # / 2 ζ respectively. If
J^f is equal to j y " , then J ^ is said to be full. If £f is a subset
of j * " ' (resp. j ^ O , let ττ(^) (resp. π\SS)) be the set of all π(ζ)
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(resp. τr'(ζ)) for ζ in Sf. Let £f(jf)
(resp. £?{Jtf")) be the double
commutant π(j&)" (resp. π( J^"')") of π(jzf) (resp. π(jy")) on H and
let <^( J&O be the double commutant of π'( jy") on £Γ; then £f(j&) =
J 2 ^ ( J ^ " ' ) and the commutant Sf{J^)'
of J S ^ ( J ^ ) is ^ ? ( J ^ ' ) The
algebra £?{•$/) is called the Z#/£ vow Neumann algebra of *$/.
u
Now let J ^ be full. The operator A is a unitary operator on
if, for every £ in the set R of real numbers, that maps Jzf onto
J$? and
ί

11

><τt(a0 = A^xA'

is a strongly continuous one parameter automorphism group for
£f(S>f) (resp. ^P(jaO) called the modular automorphism group.
If ζ is in J ^ , then σt(π(ζ)) = π(Juζ), for every teR.
The unitary
involution J maps <W onto j / ' , and satisfies J(ζη) = J(rj)J(ζ) for
ζ, 77 in j y .
Furthermore, the mapx-^ JicJ is an anti-isomorphism
of ^ f ( j ^ ) onto ^?(jy") and satisfies

for ζ in j y [34].
If Szf is a full generalized Hubert algebra, let J < be the set
of all ζ in Jzf such that
(a) ζ e { ^ ( z P ) | λ e C } ;
(b) Δλζ6J/for
λeC; and
(c) the function λ -»(J λ ζ, rj) is analytic on C for every η in j ^ .
One may replace (c) by either of the equivalent conditions [21]:
(c') the function X-*{Aλζ,η) is analytic for every η in the
completion H of j y , or
(c") the function λ—> π(J* ζ) is a holomorphic function of C into
The set j ^ is a modular Hubert algebra called the maximal modular
Hubert whose involution is the involution of J ^ restricted to J^J
and whose one parameter automorphism group is the restriction
ι
of z/(λ) = Δ . The algebra JK is equivalent to J*f in the sense that
JK is dense in J ^ and J ^ " = J ^ [34].
It is important to notice that the full generalized Hubert algebra,
and its maximal modular Hubert algebra is a module over the center
of its left von Neumann algebra and satisfies
(1)

π(xζ) = xπ{Q

for every x in the center [3, Lemma 4.10].
Let M be a von Neumann algebra on the Hubert space H. A
weight φ of H is a map of H+ into [0, 00] such that φ(x + y) = ^(a?) +
for α? and 2/ in Λf+ and φ(Xx) = λ^(α?) for λ > 0 and α? in ikf+.
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A weight φ is said to be normal if there is a family {ωa} of normal
functionals on M such that lub coa(x) = φ(x) for every x in M+. The
weight is said to be faithful if φ{x) = 0 implies # = 0 and semifinite if the set JVjf.N* is weakly dense in M where
Nφ = [xeM\φ(x*x)<

™}

[3] .

Let φ be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M. Let A — Λφ
denote the linear injection of Jzf = Nφ Π Nφ onto a dense subset of
a Hubert space H(^) so that
φ(x*y) = (Λ(y), Λ(x))

for every a?, # in Jϊf.
The set Λt(jy), called the generalized left
Hilbert algebra associated with φ, is a full generalized Hubert algebra
with involution # given by Λ(xf — Λ(x*). There is a faithful normal
representation p — pφ of I o n H(φ) given by p(x)Λ(y) = Λ(xy) for
x, y in M. The algebra p(M) is equal to ^{jzf).
If ^ is a functional, then p is the canonical representation induced by φ [6, § 2].
The weight φ on ό*f satisfies the KMS boundary conditions with
respect to the automorphism group σt(x) = ΔuxΔ~u in the sense that
(2) if a? and y are in j ^ , then there is a continuous bounded
function h on the strip {λe C|0 ^ Imλ <; 1} which is holomorphic in
the interior and satisfies the boundary conditions
h(t) = φ(σt(x)y)
and
h(t + i) = φ(yσt(x))
for all real ί ([3], [22]).
The following observation is important in our later calculations.
LEMMA 1. The maximal modular Hilbert algebra J^of the full
generalized Hilbert algebra J^f is invariant under (1 + AY1.

Proof. If ζ is in J ^ , then the element
l

(1 + AY AK = Δ\l + Δ
is contained in J%f for all a in C (because J^ζ is a subset of
[34, Lemma 8.1]), and the function
λ

> (A\l + A)~%, η) = (J'ζ, (1 + J)- 1 ^)

is an entire function.
Let SΓ(R)

be the algebra of all continuous

complex-valued
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functions h on R whose support supp h is compact. Let & be the
subset of J5Γ(R) given by
gf = linear span {h*k(s) = \h(t)k(s - t)dt\h, keST(R)\

.

Let ln (n = 1, 2, •••) be the function equal to 1 on [ — n, n], 0 on
(— oo, — n — 1) U (n + 1, °o) and linear in between. Let kn (n = 1, 2, •)
+
ι
be a function J ^ % β ) with suppfcw contained in [ — n~\ n~ ] with
7
H&Jli — 1. Let g*0 be the smallest subalgebra of g over the field
of rational complex numbers Cr containing functions of the form
IJi^lJiz, where hlf h2 are polynomials with coefficients in Cr, that is
invariant under the involution h-*h given by hit) = h{ — t)~ and
multiplication by the functions kn. For any fe in g 7 there is a
sequence {hn} in g*0 and a compact subset in R such that all the sets
supp hn are contained in this compact set and such that lim \\hn — h\\oo = 0.
DEFINITION 2. A subset of a modular Hilbert algebra is said to
be invariant (resp. quasi-invariant) if it is invariant under J,
λ
1
A (xeC), h(logJ) (heξf) and (1 + J)" (resp. /, i ( λ e C f ) , h(\og J)
1
(h e gf0), and (1 + A)' ).

We note that the maximal modular Hilbert algebra of a generalized Hilbert algebra is invariant.
Our constructions in § 4 are based on the following observation.
LEMMA 3. An invariant subalgebra of a modular Hilbert algebra
& is a modular Hilbert algebra whose modular operator and unitary
involution are the restrictions of the corresponding operators of &.

Proof. The subalgebra satisfies all the properties for modular
Hilbert algebras with the possible exception of properties III and
VIII. However, property III holds due to Lemma 5.1 of [34] while
property VIII holds since the subalgebra is invariant under fe(log Δ)
(heξ?) (cf. [34, proof p. 55]).
Let £f be a subset of the generalized Hilbert algebra Jϊf (resp.
"), the C*-algebra generated by π(£f) (resp. π\&*)) will be denoted
by £?*(<9*) (resp. ^ * ( ^ ) ) . If £f is an invariant subalgebra of
then π(S?) (resp. π\£f)) is α*-subalgebra of .2f(j*J) (resp.
and so £f*(£f) (resp. ^*CSO) is the norm closure of
(resp.
3* Decomposition of modular Hilbert algebras* In this section
we consider the decomposition of a modular Hilbert algebra formed
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from a faithful normal functional on a von Neumann algebra. Let
M be a von Neumann algebra with center C on the Hubert space
f
H. If e is a maximal abelian projection in the commutant G of C
on H, then there is, for every x in C, a unique element τβ(α;) = τ(x)
+
in C such that τ(x)e = e#e. The map τ is in the set CL of σ-weakly
continuous C-module homomorphisms φ of (7 into C such that 0(#*£)^O
for all x e C Let χ be a point in the spectrum χ of C, let [χ] be
the closed two-sided ideal in C. generated by χ, and let x(χ) denote
the image of x in C in the algebra C(χ) = C'/[χ] under the canonical
homomorphism. Then the set C'e(χ) is a Hubert space under the
inner product
(xe(χ), ye(x)) = τ(y*xT(χ)
and the map x-^x(χ) defines a representation of C on the Hubert
space Cβ(χ). The representation is the canonical representation
induced by the state τχ(x) = τ(a?)~(χ) on C. The restriction pχ of this
representation to M on its invariant subspace Hχ spanned by the
vectors Me(χ) — {xe(χ) | x e M) is the canonical representation induced
by the state τχ restricted to M. If A is a *-subalgebra of M, the
von Neumann algebra pχ{A)" generated by pχ(A) will be denoted by
Aχ [10]. A more abstract equivalent interpretation of Mχ can be
found in [31] and [32].
Let φ be a faithful normal functional on M. The canonical
representation p of M on H(p) is a σ-weakly continuous isomorphism
and the image p(M) = p(M)" of M has a cyclic and separating vector
ζ0 such that ω-p — φ where ω = ωζo. We now identify M with /θ(Λf),
^f with H(p) and ^ with ω, thereby assuming that M has a cyclic
and separating vector ζ0 on ϋΓ. Let e be the maximal abelian projection in C whose range is clos {xζQ\xeC} and let τ = r β . We notice
that ω τ — ω.
The next proposition may be viewed as a generalization of the
results of Sutherland [35], Lance [19] and Jurzak [14] in that no
assumption about the existence of a countable field is made.
4. Let M be a von Neumann algebra with center
C on the Hilbert space H, let ζ0 be a separating and cyclic vector for
M, and let & be an invariant subalgebra of the maximal modular
Hilbert algebra Jϊζ of the generalized Hilbert algebra Mζ0. Let
e be the maximal abelian projection in C corresponding to the
subspace generated by Cζ0, let χ be in the spectrum of C, and let
p — pxbe the projection of Ce(χ) onto its subspace K = Kχ generated
by £f*{^)e{χ).
Then the projection p is in -Sf *(^ f )(χ) / Π &*(&)(χϊ Π
u
{Λ (χ)Y, the vector e(χ) is a cyclic and separating vector for the algebras A = ^f*(.^)(χ)'J and ^*(^)(χ)">
the maps σ{(x) - Δu{χ)xΔ-u{χ)
PROPOSITION
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(t e R) form the modular automorphism group of the generalized
Hiϊbert algebra Ae(χ), and the commutant of A is &
Proof. If ζ is in &, then the relation

holds for every x in C; consequently, the element ττ(ζ)e(χ) is equal to
π'(ζ)e(χ) and the subspace K is identical with the subspace generated
by ^P*(^)β(χ).
We now show Δu(χ) commutes with p. First we notice that Δu
u
s a n
is in C and thus Δ (χ) *
operator in the algebra ^(C'β(χ)) of
bounded linear operators on C'β(χ). Since

for ζ in &, we have that Δu(χ)p is equal to pΔι\χ)p and so p commutes with Δu(χ).
The functions
= ΔΔuuxΔ-u

(teR)

are automorphisms of £f*(0}
due to the invariance of & (cf. [34,
Corollary 9.1]), and the automorphisms {σt} form a one parameter
automorphism group strongly continuous in the sense that, for every
x in «Sf * ( ^ ) , σt(ίc) converges to x in the norm topology whenever
t tends to 0 We show that the positive linear functional τχ of
J*f*(&) satisfies the KMS boundary conditions with respect to the
automorphism group {σt}. First the functional zχ is invariant under
= (a?β(χ), β(χ)) =

for all α? in £f*(&).

τχ(x)

Now given ζ, 77 in ^ , we have that

is a holomorphic function of C into C such that
and
for all real ί due to the fact that

= {xη,
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for all x, # self-adjoint in C (cf. relation (1)). The function h(X) is
bounded on 0 ^ Im λ ^ 1 because
and so
\\h(X)\\^\\π(y)\\\\π(Q\\

by the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem. For every x9 y in £έ?*(0\ there
are sequences {ζn}9 {ηn} in & with lim π{ζn) = x, lim π(τ}n) = 2/ and
11 π(ζ J11 ^ 11 x 11 II π{ηn) \ | ^ 11 y \ \. Consequently, there is a bounded
continuous function ft(λ) of 0 <; Im λ 5Ξ; 1 into C, which is holomorphic
on 0 < Im λ < 1 and which satisfies the boundary conditions
k{t) = τ{σt{x)y)
and
k(t + i) = τ{yσt{x))
for real t due to the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem. The function
fc(λ)"(χ) is continuous and bounded on 0 ^ Im λ ^ 1 and it is analytic
on 0 < Im λ < 1 since the existence of limit of the difference quotient
(fc(λ + h) — k(X))/h in the norm of C implies the existence of

Hence, the functional r χ on £f*(&)
satisfies the KMS boundary
conditions with respect to {σt}. Since the representation x—>x(χ)p
of JZf*(&) on K is identified with the canonical representation of
^f*(&) induced by τZ9 the vector e(χ) is separating and cyclic for
A = £f *(&)(%)" and the modular automorphisms {σ}} for A with
regard to ωγ = ωe{χ) are given by
(2)

σϊ(px(χ)p) - pσt(x)(χ)p -

for x in £f*(0)

[34, Theorem 13.3], and thus,
σ\(x) -

for x in A. Setting Δχ equal to the modular operator of Ae(χ), we
have that Δu(χ)p — Δ% for every t in R because each Δu(χ)p leaves
e(χ) invariant.
In order to show that the commutant A! of A is equal to
&*(&)(χ)"Pt we show that the unitary involution Jχ of the generalized Hubert algebra Ae(χ) is given by Jχπ(ζ)e(χ) = π(Jζ)e(χ) for ζ
in ^ . For this we also need to consider the modular operators.
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There is a positive self-adjoint operator a3- (j = 1, 2) on K satisfying
(3)

aMQe(χ) = π(J^ζHχ)

for ζ in . ^ . For x, y in C, we have that
π(yη)ζ0)
= {A\xζ\ vη)
= (sζ,

for every ζ, 37 in & and λ in C since J ^ is a C-module and zP
commutes with every element of C. This means that

and that

for j = 1, 2. Hence, reducing this modulo χ, we see that relation
(3) defines a positive symmetric operator on the dense linear manifold
π(^P*)e(χ) of Kf and α, can be set equal to its Friedrichs extension
(cf. [25, §124]). There is also a positive bounded operator b on K
such that
(4)

bπ(ζ)e(χ) = π((l + J Γ ζ)β(χ)

for all ζ in ^ . Indeed, because (1 + Δ)~ι& is equal to ^ , arguments similar to the preceding ones give a positive symmetric operator
on K with domain π(^)e(χ) satisfying (4). The operator is bounded
because

for all ζ in & and cc in C implies

for all ζ, and so the operator has a unique extension δ satisfying (4).
Considering the fact that
(1 + aί)bπ(ζ)e(χ) = τr(ζ)e(χ)
for every ζ i n . ^ , and the fact that self-ad joint operators are maximal,
we see that 1 + αL is equal to δ" 1 . Thus, the operator αx is equal to
the closure of the restriction of αx to π(&)e(χ). Again, by considering
the restrictions to π(&)e(χ) and the maximality of self-ad joint
operators, we get that a\ = αlβ This means that a2 = a\n due to the
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uniqueness of the positive square root, and consequently, that the
closure of α2 restricted to π(&)e(χ) is α2.
The existence of a conjugate linear isometry Jx of K onto K such
that Jl = 1 and

for ζ 6 & is verified in the same manner as the previous paragraph.
We can now verify that Jx and aι are the respective unitary involution and modular operator Jχ and Δχ of Ae(χ). We have that
for every ζ in &.
Given an element x in A, there is a sequence
{ζΛ} of elements in & such that {π(ζje(χ)} converges to xe(χ) and
{π(ζ»)*e(%)} converges to x*e(χ). Because Jl is the identity and
because α2 is a closed operator, the element xe(χ) is in the domain
of a2 and
Jxa2xe{χ) = α?*β(χ) -

Jχ^xe{χ)

for all a in A. We showed earlier in the proof that the closure of
the graph of α 2 |π(.^)e(χ) is the graph of α2; it is also known that
the closure of the graph of Δψ\ Ae(%) is the graph of Δψ [34, Lemma
9.1]. Therefore, we get that &(Δψ) = ^ ( α 2 ) , and that
Jλa2 =

JχΔψ

on the common domain. The uniqueness of the polar decomposition
proves that Jι — Jχ.
We now can show that A! is equal to ^ * ( ^ ) ( χ ) " . It is known
that JXAJX = A! by the theory of modular Hubert algebras [34,
Theorem 10.1]. However, noticing that
(vXX) =

jwτ'(Jζ)(χ)pπ(η)e(χ)

for ζ, ^ in ^ , we see that ^?*(^)(%)" contains a weakly dense
subset Jχpπ(^)(χ)pJχ of A' and consequently, A' itself. Since the
reverse inclusion relation is apparent, we conclude that A! and
coincide.
A linear map ε of a C*-algebra B onto its nonzero *-subalgebra
D is said to be a projection of norm one if ε is bounded of norm
one and if ε(x) = x for every # in D (cf. [38]). The projection ε of
norm one is said to be faithful if ε(x*x) — 0 implies x = 0 for & in 5.
A von Neumann algebra B is said to be compatible with its von
Neumann subalgebra D if there is a faithful σ-weakly continuous
projection of norm one of B onto D [1, 6.1.4]. It is important for
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the sequel that only type III algebras are compatible with their
type III subalgebras ([40, Theorem 3], [29, 2.6.5]). An explicit form
for a ex-weakly continuous projection ε of norm of B onto D can be
given: B can be represented as a von Neumann algebra on a Hubert
space so that there is an isometry v in the commutant of D (on the
Hubert space) such that ε(x) = v*xv for x in B ([2], [18], [30]).
We preserve the notation of Proposition 4 in the next corollary.
COROLLARY 5. The projection q = qx of Hx onto the subspace
generated by Mxe(χ) is in the algebra (J2f*(&)χy Π Mχ and there is
a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection ε = εx of norm one of the
von Neumann algebra (Mχ)g onto its von Neumann subalgebra
(J*f*(&)z)q such that ωeiχ) - ε — ωe{χ). In particular the set p'Mχpr
f
f
is equal to Sf*{&)χp ,
where p = pχ is the projection of Hχ onto
Kχ.

Proof. We first show that q is in the commutant of
Denoting the projection of C'e(χ) onto H(χ) by s, we have
M(χY. = (M(χ)Γ)' = Mi
[5; I, §2, Proposition 1]. For x in Af(χ)' and ζ in . ^ , the vector
pχ(π(Q)sxse(χ) is in Λfχ'e(χ) since
pχ{π{ζ))sxse{%) = sπ(ζ)(χ)sxse(χ)
= sxπ(ζ)e(χ)
= sxπ%)e{χ)
and so every y in £f*(&)χ maps qHχ into itself. This means that
q is in (cSf*(.^Γ)χ)', which we denote simply as
£f*(0)\.
The central support of the projection pf of Hχ onto K in the
algebra £?*(^?)'χ is the same as that of q. In fact, the central
support of pr corresponds to the projection of Hχ onto the closure of
which is simply the closure of J2f*(&)'xe(χ), while the central support
of q corresponds to the projection of Hx onto the closure of
^f(^yχMxe(χ),
which again is simply the closure of £f*(&)'xe(χ)
(cf. [5, I, §1, Proposition 7, Corollary 2]). Since it is known [5, I,
§2, Proposition 2] that there is an isomorphism Φ of
p'£f*(&)χp'
onto q£f*(3?)xq given by
Φ(p'xpf) = qxq
for x e = S^*(^) χ , it is only necessary to show that the set p'Mxpf is
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equal to p'Jΐ?*(&)xp' in order to complete the proof. In fact, the
map ε is then as the composition of two σ-weakly continuous maps
Φ and x->p'xp' given by
ε(x) = Φ(p'xp')
so that ε satisfies the relation
= (Φ{p'xp')p'e{χ), p'e{χ))
= (v'xp'e{χ), β(χ)) - ωe{χ)(x) ,
which also implies that ε is faithful. Now it is sufficient to show
that p'px(x)p' is in the weakly closed set p'J*f*(&)xp' for x in M
because prpx(M)p' is weakly dense in p'Mχpr. We have that

for every ζ in &,
have

and thus, by reducing to the subspace K, we

p'pχ(x)p'pπ'(ζ)(χ)pζ

= px(χ)pπ\ζ)(χ)pξ

for every f in if since the projection p of Ce(χ) onto J^ is in
^ * ( ^ ) ( χ ) ' (Proposition 4). However, the algebra ^P*(^)(χ)p is
equal to ^f*(^)'x.
Therefore, the element p'px{x)pr is in £
The next corollary will be used later.
COROLLARY 6. For every x in J*f*(j#Z) and y in M there is a
bounded continuous function h of the strip I = {λ e C\ 0 ^ Im λ <^ 1}
wίo C, which is holomorphic on the interior {λ 6 C|0 ^ Imλ < 1} and
which satisfies the boundary conditions

h(t) = τ(σt{x)y)
for all

and

h{t + i) = τ(yσt(x))

teR.

Proof. Let {ζj be a sequence in J ^ such that {ττ(ζ^)} converges
to x. The function hn (n = l,2,
•) defined by
hn(X) - τ(τr(J*aζJy)
on C is holomorphic due to the existence of a Cauchy integral representation and bounded on the strip I due to the fact
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K(t) = τ(σt(π(ζn))y)

and hn(t + i) = τ(yσtπ(ζn))

(t e JB) are satisfied because for every z, w in C there is an entire
function
w*ζJ)z2/ζ0, Co)
that satisfies the boundary conditions
o, ζ 0 ) = (

and
fc(* + i) =
for teR

so that
((ΛH(ί + i) - τ(yσt(*r(a0))Ko, wζ0) = 0

for ί e i ί .
Now the Phragmen-Lindelδf theorem implies that
\\K(X) - hm(X)\\^\\π(ζn)

-

π(ζn)\\\\y\\

for all λ in I. Therefore, the sequence {hn} converges uniformly on
I to a bounded continuous function h of I into C, holomorphic on
the interior of I, and satisfying the required boundary conditions.
4* Projections of norm one* In this section until further notice,
let M be a von Neumann algebra with center C on the Hubert space
H, let X be the spectrum of C, let ζ0 be a cyclic and separating
vector for ikf, and let e be the maximal abelian projection in C with
range clos Cζ0. Let τ = τe and let p z be the canonical representation
on the Hubert space Hχ induced by τχ on M for every χ in X. We
show that M has a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection of norm
one onto its countably generated von Neumann subalgebra of the
same type. If M is of type III, we show the subalgebra can be chosen
as the weak closure of a separable C*-algebra of the form J*f*(&)9
with & an invariant subalgebra of the maximal modular Hubert
Γ
algebra of the generalized Hubert algebra Mζ0, so that l o χ ( = ^*(^ ))"
is a type III factor except for perhaps a nowhere dense set of χ
in X. Then the algebra px(M)" = Mχ reduced to the closure of
ρχ(M)'e(χ) has a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection of norm 1 on
its type III factor subalgebra due to the results of §3, and consequently the algebra Mχ is type III. We show that every normal
functional on a type III von Neumann can be written as an integral
of a continuous field {φχ} of functionals, whose canonical representations are in certain equivalence classes of type III representations.
Furthermore, we show the functionals φχ can be represented in the
sense of Choquet-Bishop-de Leeuw as integrals over w*-compact sets
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of type III functionals of M whose extreme points are primary
functionals.
We now begin the construction of the countably generated
algebras.
7. Let Ssf be a generalized Hilbert algebra and let
be the maximal modular Hilbert algebra of *S&'. If £^ is a countable subset of J&Z, then there is a countable subalgebra J7~ of
over Cr and a subalgebra ^ of J ^ such that
LEMMA

(1)

^ C J ^ C ^ ;

( 2 ) J7~ is quasi-invariant;
( 3 ) ^ is invariant; and
(4) π(^~) is dense in &
Proof. For any subsets ^" of J < and J^ of g 7 and any subfield Co of C, let α ( ^ " , ^ , Co) be the subalgebra of j * J over Co
algebraically generated by the set
CQ)
eC0;kf I = 0,1}.
The set ^ ( J ^ ~ , ^~, Co) is invariant under J and Δx (λ 6 Co) for Co
equal to Cr or C and ά^ equal to g^ or g 7 because A{X)J = JA{ — λ),
and so the algebra α ( ^ " , ^ * , Co) is invariant under J and J a (λ 6 Co)
because J(ζ^) = J)?Jζ and ^(ζ)7) = z/^ζJ^ for ζ, 77 in j * J . Letting
^ = ^ 0 be the countable sets a(£f9 gΌ> Cr), we define inductively
two increasing sequences
gf0, c r ) ,

^

= α(^i_lf

g7,0

(1 ^ i < °°) of subalgebras J^J over Cr and C respectively such that
^ 7 c ^ for all i. We verify that π(^~n) is dense in .Sf*(%/n) and
that TΓ'C^Q is dense in &*(^%).
Recalling that π is a homomorphism
of »J^J into the algebra of bounded operators, we see that it is sufficient
for us to show that the closure π{^~n, §f0, Cr) of π(SS(^~n, g?0, Cr))
contains π{^{^%, g 7 , C)) using the fact that π(^~n) and π'(^l) are
dense in π(^n) and π'(^n) respectively. The density of π'(^~n+1) in
^ * ( ^ n + 1 ) follows from this because the map π'(ζ)—>π(Jζ) for ζ in
J^J" can be extended to a conjugate linear isometric isomorphism of
^ ( J < ) onto .Sf (J*J) carrying π ' ( ^ + 1 ) and τ τ ' ( ^ + 1 ) onto π(SZ+i) and
π ( ^ % + 1 ) respectively.
/c
x
x
Let he g"0 and λ e C r ; we show first that 7r(J (l + A)~ h{\ogA)A ζ)
x
is in τr(^^, g"0, Cr) for every ζ 6 ^ n . Because the elements η — A ζ,
JAλζ and Aλ~1/2ζ are in ^nf there are sequences {ζm} and {ίw} in
such that
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lim 7r(ζJ = π(Jη)
and
We have that

and
ΔΓA^ξm) - π(J(l + ΔΓη)\\
-η))\\

[34, Lemma 8.1], and consequently, that
limτr((l + ΔΓJξJ

= τr((l

and
limτr(J(l + Δ)-ιΔί/2ξm) = π(J(l
Estimating the norms, we see that
\\π{h{\o%Δ){1 + ΔY\Jζm - η))\\

for every m, and thus, that
limjr((l + Δ)~ιh(\oz Δ)Jζm) - π((l + Δ)~ιh{\og Δ)ΔιQ ,
and similarly, that
limπ(J(l + ^"^(log Δ)Δ1/2ζJ
= limπ(.h(logΔ)J(l + ΔY'Δ1'^)
= π(h(log Δ)J(l + ΔY'η)
= π(J(l + ΔΓHlog Δ)ΔK) .
It is now clear that π(J7~M gΌ> O contains all elements of the form
π( J*(l + J)-^(log Δ)ιΔK)

( 6)

for ζ 6 ^ 4 , h 6 gΌ, λ e Cr, k, I = 0,1.
For ζ 6 ^r',,, the map
λ

>π{J\l + J)-^(log J)'J J ζ) = π{ΔU\l + Δ)~ιh(log Δ)ιζ)
k

1

is continuous since J {l + zί)~ /ι(log J)'ζ is in J*J. Here /3 is λ if A; is
0 and /S is — λ if k is 1. Hence, every element of the form (6) for
ζ 6 ^rn, XeC and h in gΌ is in π(^~n, Wo, Cr).
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We now can show every element of the form (6) for arbitrary
ζ e ^ , λ e C , h eg% k,l = 0,l is in π(^\, gf0, Cr). It is sufficient
to show that there is, for given ζ in J^J and h in g% a sequence
{/&„} in g*0 with
limπ(Λm(log J)Q - π{h{\ogΔ)Q
due to the fact that Jh(logΔ) is equal to K(logΔ)J and that gΌ is
invariant under the involution ~ . There is a sequence {hm} in §f0
and a closed bounded interval I of R with suppfemc supp h + I and
/
1
ll^m — A|U < ^~ for m = 1, 2,
. The convolution km*h of the
approximate identity km with h is in g7 and
The sequence {(/ — km*hY} tends to 0 in L\R) by the Dominated
Convergence Theorem. Indeed, we have that
limsup||(/j — km*h)"\\oo ^ limsup||fe — km*h\\1 = 0
and that
-km*hy\^(\km\

+ i)\h\

for every m. Then we get that
- π{{km*hp){\ogΔ)ζ)\\
l|π((* *Λ - fc. * hp)(log Δ)Q \ \

^ \\π(Q\\{\\{h - K*KT\l

+ \\L(h - K,)\\J

and

^ P"111*™ 111 ^eas (suppfc + /) .
Thus, by choosing m and then p, we can get π((km * hn)(log Δ)ζ)
arbitrarily close to π(h(log Δ)Q. This proves π(Sf(&*t g% C)) is contained in 7r(_^, g^o, C) and completes the induction step.
We now let ^~ = U ^ and ^ = U ^ Λ . It is clear ^ ~ is a
quasi-invariant countable subalgebra of J^< over Cr, that ^ is an
invariant subalgebra of j^J, that S^ a ^ c ^ " , and that ττ(J^) is
dense in
The next lemma is needed in order to construct factor representations.
LEMMA 8. Let N be a weakly dense *-8ubalgβbra of M and let
3f be a countable subset of M. Then there is an open dense subset
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Xo of X and a countable subset J?~ of N with the following properties: given x, y in S^f X in Xo with xe(χ)Φθ, and ε>0, then
there is a finite subset u19 u2,
, un of J?~ and a finite subet
Vi> ^2> * y Vn of M' such

(i)

that

IIΣ*WBβ(χ) - ye(χ)\\ <e

and
(ϋ)
Proof. Let x and y in S?. The subset
X{x} m) =
(m = 1, 2, ) is an open and closed subset of the hyperstonean
space X due to the continuity of the map χ-^\\xe{χ)\\ [8, Lemma 9].
For natural numbers m, n, we show that there is an open dense
f
subset X(x9 y, m, n) = X of X{x, m) and a countable subset ^~(x9 y,
m, n) = ^"' of N, such that for every χ in X\ there are finite
subsets {ut} of J7~' and {vj of M' such that
- ye(χ)\\
and
Let p be the projection in C whose Gelfand transform is the characteristic function of X(x, m). There are partial isometries u and v
in Cp with u*u = e^ and v*v ^ βp, and there are elements c and d
in Cp with #ep = cuep and yep = dvep due to the polar decomposition.
Because |<Γ(χ)| = ||a?β(χ)|| for χ in X', there is a c' in Cp with c'c = p.
There is a sequence {wj in the unit sphere of the strongly dense
*-algebra of C" generated by N and M' such that
lim WiUu*p = ΐm*p

(strongly)

on account of the Kaplansky Density Theorem and the fact that the
abelian projection uu*p corresponds to the closure of the linear manifold Cupζ0. There is a sequence {pt} of orthogonal projections of C
of sum p and subsequences {wiό} of {wt} such that
lim WijUU^Pi = vu*Pi = vu*(uu*Pi)

in the norm for each i [11, Lemma 1]. Because wt can be written
as
jVά I i 6 JJ
where the w4 are in N, the v4 are in M\ and J^ is a finite index set,
the totality ^ ' of all such ut is a countable set. Furthermore, the
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f

set X of all χ in X such that pΐ(χ) = 1 for some i is an open dense
subset of X(x, m).
We now show that J?"f and X' have the correct properties. Let
χ be in X'. Thers is no loss of generality in the assumption that
d~(X) ^ 0. There is a pt with p?(χ) = 1 and a wiό with
1

(n\(Γ(χ)\)- .
f

Setting w equal to dΓ{χ)c ^{χ)wij1 we have that
x

\\wxe(χ) - ye{χ)\\ <n~
and
\\w{χ)\\ ^ |c

Thus J7~f and X' have the correct properties.
The countable subset
, y, m, n)) \x,ye

£f, m, n = 1, 2,

}

and any dense open subset Xo of the set
/, m, w)|m = 1, 2, •••} \J X(x)\x, ye&*,n

= l,

whose complement is nowhere dense, satisfy the conditions of the
lemma. Here X(x) is the complement in X of the closure of the set
We are now able to prove the main construction lemma.
LEMMA 9. Let S^ be a countable subset of the maximal modular
Hilbert algebra J^< of the generalized Hilbert algebra Mζ0, and let
{Θt} be a strongly continuous one parameter automorphism group of
M. Then there is a countable subalgebra ά?~ of Szζ over Cr, a subalgebra ^ of Jϊζ, and an open dense subset Xo of X with the following properties:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
in Xo.

^ C J Γ C ^ ;

j ^ 7 " is quasi-invariant',
^/ is invariant;
π(J^~) is dense in J*f*(βS);
Jzf*^/)" is invariant under {θt}', and
ττ restricted to ^*{^/) is a primary

state fox every χ

Proof. We may assume that ζ0 is in S^. By induction we construct sequences {_^Q and { 71} of countable subalgebras of J < over
Cr, a sequence {^n} of subalgebras of j&Z, a sequence {Nn} of von
Neumann algebras, and a sequence {Xn} of subsets of X such that
for all n = 1, 2,
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(l)
(2)
(3 ) π ( ^ Q is dense in .Sf *
(4)

J^WJ''CAΓWCJ^*(

( 5 ) ^Γn is quasi-invariant;
( 6) ^ is invariant;
(7) JVΛ is invariant under 0t (teϋ);
( 8) XΛ ID Xw+1 and Xw is open and dense; and
( 9 ) given x, y in ττ( 3^), χ in X% with xe(χ) Φ 0, and ε > 0, then
there are xί9
, xm in π(^^ + 1 ) and yl9
, ym in ΛΓ with
ye(χ)\\
and
Let J^7 be a quasi-invariant countable subalgebra of J&Z over Cr9 and
let ^ be an invariant subalgebra of J%fo such that S? a ^ 7 c ^
and such that π(^l) is dense in ^ 7 * ( ^ 1 ) (Lemma 7). The von
Neumann algebra Λ^ generated by

where Rr is the field of rational real numbers, is invariant under
the automorphism group {θt} and is equal to the von Neumann algebra
generated by
{θt(x)\xe£?*&!), teRr} .
There is a countable subset of Jzζ and thus a countable #-subalgebra
ψ[ over Cr of J ^ containing ^ 7 such that ττ( Yl)" contains Nι
c
(Lemma 7). There is a countable subset Wι of Ssζ and an open
dense subset Xx of X such that, for any x, y π(7d, X^Xi with
ccβ(χ) Φ 0, and any ε > 0, there are xί9
, xn in π( ^ 1 ) and yιt y2, — ,yn
f
in M with
and

Let ^ 7 be a quasi-invariant countable subalgebra of J < over Cr
containing ψ[\l <Wli. We may now repeat the construction starting
with ^ 7 . So we may assume that sequences of algebras satisfying
(l)-(9) have been constructed.
We show that ^~ = U ^
and ^ = U ^ » satisfy conditions
(i)-(vi). From (1) and (2) we conclude that ^ and ^ are subalgebras
of J^J over Cr and C respectively and from (1), (2), (5), (6) we conclude
that ^7~ is quasi-invariant and that ^ is invariant. Since each
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is dense in ^ * ( ^ ) , the set π(^~) is dense in .Sf * ( ^ ) . For each
t e R and x in £f*(<Zrn), wa have that θt{x) is contained in £f *(<&)"
on account of (1), (2), (4), (7). Because Sf*{&) is weakly dense in the
weakly closed algebra jSf*{&ψ and because θt is weakly continuous,
the algebra «2f * ( ^ ) " is invariant under θt.
Finally, we verify statement (vi). Because X is hyperstonean,
the intersection of the sets Xn contains an open dense subset Xo.
We show that ττ is a primary state of Sf*{^/) for every χ in Xo.
Let x, y be in π(J^7) with xe(χ) nonzero. There are xίf *",xn in
π(^~i+ι) and #„ y2, — -,yn in ikΓ' such that
and
\\Σ,χ0Ax)\\<\\ye(x)\\/\\χe(χ)\\
from (9). Each operator yά{χ) on C'e(χ) is in the commutant ^
of the von Neumann algebra = ^*( < ^)(χ)". Setting p equal to the
projection of C'e(χ) on the subspace iΓχ generated by =^*(^)(χ)e(χ),
we get that the operators zs = wAX)V are in (-Sf:7*(^)(χ)J,)', and
satisfy the relations
and

Thus, the von Neumann algebra on Kχ generated by J2f*(1&)(χ)p and
its commutant is transitive on Kχ. Indeed, the arguments of [16]
(cf. [24], Chapter 4, § 9) can be applied to the dense subset U π(
of vectors in Kγ. We have already identified the action of e
on Kχ with the canonical representation of τχ. Thus, the functional
τχ on Jίf *(<%?) is a primary state.
We now analyze the center in the situation described by the
previous lemma.
PROPOSITION 10. Let <3& be an invariant subalgebra containing
ζ0 of the maximal modular algebra of the generalized Hilbert algebra
Mζ0. If the set ofχinX
such that the restriction of τχ to J*f*(&)
is not a primary state is nowhere dense in X, then the center of
the von Neumann algebra ^>f*(&)" generated by ^f*(^?) on H is
contained in C.

Proof. The C-module &' generated by & is an invariant
subalgebra of ^fQ and the algebra «S57*(^Γf) is equal to the C*-algebra
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generated by Sf*(&) and C (cf. relation (1)). The state τχ is a
primary state on JZf*(&) if and only if it is a primary state on
J5f*(&') since the Hubert spaces of the canonical representations
of both functionals can be identified with the closure of «Sf *
in C'e(χ) and the images of both canonical representations is
restricted to this invariant subspace. We notice that the center of
£e*(^)"
is contained in that of £?*{&')".
So there is no loss of
generality in the assumption that & is a C-module. Accordingly,
we must prove that the center of £f*{^)"
is C.
Let c be an element in the center of Jzf*(^)" with 0 <; c <Ξ 1.
We prove that c is in C. For χ in X, let πχ denote the canonical
rapresentation of J*f*(&) induced by τχ and let ψχ be a positive
linear functional on πχ(J*f*(&)) such that
ψχ(πχ(x)) = τχ(cx)

for every x in £f*(0?).

Since we have

we can apply the Hahn Banach theorem to find an extension of ψχ
to a linear functional on πχ(βSf *(.^))", which we again denote by ψχf
such that
\\Ψz(χ)\\£

\\Mχ)\\

for x in πχ{^f *{&))". The preceding relation implies that ψχ is a
strongly continuous, positive functional majorized by the vector state
<θχ(x) = (a?e(χ), e(χ)) on ττ x ( = S :;7 *(^))". We show that ^ χ satisfies the
KMS boundary conditions with regard to the modular automorphism
group σϊ(x) - A^xA^u of π z ( ^ * ( ^ f ) / / (cf. Proposition 4).
First we show that ψχ is invariant under σ{. Let if be the
subspace of H generated by ^ * ( ^ ) ζ 0 and let p be the projection
of H on K. The algebra ^ is a modular Hubert algebra with
completion K. The modular automorphism group of Jίf{&) is
a? -»Δ"xΔ~~"p for x in ^ * ( ^ ) " , which is identified with £?(&) due
to Lemma 3. For w and v in C and α in . 5 ^ * ( ^ ) , we have

pζ,, pvpζ,)
u

= (Δ (pcpxp)Δ~

u

= (σt(cx)uζ0, < 0 )

This means that
τx(cσt(x)) =

ppupζ0, pvpζQ)
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and thus that
(πχ(x))) = τχ(cσt(x))

-

Tχ

(cx) =

for cc in £f*(0ί) (cf. relation (2)). By the strong continuity of σ?
and ψχ, we conclude that ψχ is invariant under σ?.
Now, for x and y in £f*(0f} there is a bounded continuous
function h of the strip I = {λeC|0 <; Imλ <: 1} into C, which is
holomorphic on the interior 0 < Im λ < 1 of I and satisfies the
boundary conditions
h(t) = τ(σt(x)cy) = τ(cσt(x)y)
and
λ(£ + i) = τ(eyσt(x))
for ί e J? (Corollary 6). The function

is a bounded continuous function on /, holomorphic on the interior,
and satisfies the boundary conditions
Kit) - ψχ(σKπλ(x))πχ(y))
and
hz(t + i) = ^ χ (
for teR.
This is enough to insure that ψχ satisfies the KMS boundary
conditions on 7Γ χ (^*(^))'' with respect to {σ}} (cf. proof [34,
Theorem 13.3]).
For every χ such that τχ is a primary state of βSf * ( ^ ) , there
is a real number α χ such that α:zωχ = ψχ [34, Theorem 15.4]. Since
aχ can be written as
aχ = α z τ(l) Λ (χ) - ^ z (π z (l)) - τ(cΓ(χ)
for all χ in an open dense subset of X, there is an element d in C
such that
τχ(cx) = d~(χ)τχ(x) = rz(da?)

for all x in S?*(^) and χ in X. There is a sequence {cj in £f*{&)
that converges strongly to c. We now can conclude that c is equal
to d and thus is in C because
||(d - c)*ζo|| = lim(τ((d - c)(d - β.)*)Cw C.) = 0 .
Thus, the center of £/?*(&)" is contained in C
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We can now show that every type 1^ (resp. type ΪIJ) von
Neumann algebra has a σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one
onto its countably generated type IIX (resp. type I D subalgebra. A
more detailed version is needed for the subsequent proof of the
analogous theorem for type III algebras.
PROPOSITION 11. Let M be a type II, (resp. type ΠJ) von
Neumann algebra, let ψ be a faithful normal finite (resp. semifinite) trace on M and let {θt} be a strongly continuous one parameter automorphism group of M. Then there is a subalgebra έ$
containing ζ0 of the maximal modular Hilbert algebra ,Sϊζ of the
generalized Hilbert algebra Mζ0 such that
(i ) £$ in invariant',
(ii) £?*(&) is a separable C*-algebra;
(in) J*?*(&)" is invariant under each θt (teR);
(iv) £?*{&)" is of type II, (resp. type I L ) ;
(v) the restriction of ψ to £?*(&)" is semi-finite; and
(vi) the complement of the set of all χ in X such that the
restriction of τχ to £/^*(&) is not a primary state of J5f*(έ0) is
nowhere dense in X.

Proof. Since M is semi-finite there is a self-adjoint operator a
affiliated with M such that σt(x) = exp(ita) x exp(-ita) for t in R
and x in M [34, Theorem 14.2]. Let {#(λ)} be the spectral resolution
of a. We may write gn — g(n) — g( — n) as
On = Σ {w*w I u e I(n, m)}

where the u are partial isometries in M with uu* = vv* for every
u, v in I(n, m) and the cardinality of I(n, m) is 2m. If M is properly
infinite, let 70 be a set of partial isometries in M of cardinality equal
to that of the natural numbers such that
Σ{u*u\uelo} = 1
and such that uu* = vv* for every u, v in Io. If M is a finite algebra,
let Io be the empty set. Let {pn} be a monotonely increasing sequence
of projections in M of least upper bound 1 such that ψ(pn) is finite
for every n. Let ,§f be a countable subset of j>^ such that the
weak closure of π(.9*) contains union of all the sets
I(n, m), Io, {g(X) | λ rational}, {pn} .

There is a subalgebra & containing 1 of j ^ containing S? and
possessing properties (i)-(iii) and (vi) due to Lemma 9. We verify
that έ%? satisfies (iv) and (v).
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First we consider (v). A proof is necessary only when M is of
type Π^. The restriction <f> of ψ to ^ * ( ^ ) " is a faithful normal
trace. If x is an element in Jίf *(&)", then the sequence {xpn} in
N$Nφ converges weakly to x. This proves that φ is a faithful normal
semi-finite trace on £?*{&)".
Now if M is of type IL, the algebra £f*{0)"
is properly infinite
since 1 is the least upper bound of the infinite set {u*u\uelo} of
equivalent orthogonal projections. If M is finite, it is clear that
£?*{&?)" is finite.
Finally, we show that £&*(0Y
is a continuous algebra. Let
p be the largest central projection of &*{0)"
such that
£f*(0)"
is discrete. The modular automorphism group of £f*{ά&ψ associated
with the faithful normal state ωζQ restricted to ^ f * ( ^ ) " is given
by x—> exp (it a) x exp( — it a) (Lemma 3). Because the spectral projections flr(λ) (λ rational) for a are in £f *(&)", the operator a is
affiliated with £f *(&)".
For every projection g = g%9 we can show
that the functional
x

• (exp (-ag)gxζo, ζQ)

is a faithful normal trace on .Sf * ( ^ ) " . Indeed, given x and y in
£f *(&)", there is a bounded continuous function h(X) on the strip
0 <; Im λ ^ 1, which is holomorphic on 0 < Im λ < 1, and which satisfies
the conditions
h(t) - (σt(x)yζn, ζ0)
and
h(t + i) = (yσt(x)ζ0, ζ0)
for £ in iί.

Since the function
λ

> (exp (iXag)gx exv( — iXag)gyCOf ζ0)

is an entire function which coincides with h on the real axis, it
agrees with h on the other boundary of the strip due to Schwarz's
reflection principle, and in particular at the point ί, so that
*, Co) = (exv(-ag)xexp(ag)yζoy

ζ0) .

Replacing y by exip( — ag)y, we see that
(exp(-ag)xyζ0, ζ0) = (exp(-α^)^ζ 0 , ζ0)
for every x, y in £f*(.^)g.
Now, if p is nonzero, there iss. g = gn
such that p^r is nonzero. There is a central projection q in
j£f*(0y
such that £f*(&)"g is of type I m for some l ^ m < <*>. However,
the projection g and consequently gq must be the sum of the 2m
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equivalent orthogonal projections {u*uq\u el(nf m)}. This is a contradiction. Thus, the algebra £f*{0ψ
has no type I part.
COROLLARY 12. Every σ-finite von Neumann algebra N of type
In (resp. type IIlf IIoo) has a faithful, σ-weakly continuous projection
of norm one onto a countably generated von Neumann subalgebra
of the same type whose center is contained in that of N.

Proof. First let N be of type In. Then N is isomorphic to the
von Neumann algebra A®&(Hn),
where A is an abelian von
Neumann algebra and &(Hn) is the algebra of all bounded operators
on the Hubert space Hn of dimension n. The algebra A is σ-finite
and is isomorphic to an algebra with a separating and cyclic vector.
We may assume A has a cyclic and separating vector ζ. There is
a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection ε of norm one of A onto
a countably generated von Neumann subalgebra B (cf. [35]). Then
the map ε (x) (identity) is a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection
of norm one of A®.^{Hn)
onto B®<^(Hn) [41, Theorem 2].
Now let N be of type II l e Since N is σ-finite, it is isomorphic
to a finite Neumann algebra with cyclic and separating vector. So
we may assume that N has a cyclic and separating vector ξ. There
is an invariant subalgebra & of the maximal modular Hubert algebra
of the generalized Hubert algebra Nζ such that £?*(&)" is a
countably generated type IIj. subalgebra of N whose center is contained in that of N (Propositions 10 and 11). The algebra £f*(&)"
is invariant under the modular automorphism group of Nξ (Lemma
3) and so there is a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection of norm
one of N onto ^ * ( ^ ) " [35].
If N is of type 11^, one can use the existence of a projection
in the type Πj. case to present an argument similar to the first
paragraph showing the required projection exists.
13. If N is a finite type I (resp. properly infinite type
I, type Hi, type EL), then there is a set S of orthogonal central
projections of sum 1 so that each p in S can be written as the sum
of a set S(p) of orthogonal equivalent σ-finite projections. Each
algebra Np (p in S) is isomorphic to an algebra of the form Ng(S)^(Hp)
where g is in S(p) and Hp is a Hubert space with dimension equal
to the cardinality of S(p). If φ is a normal state of &(HP) while
ε is a projection of norm one for Ng of the type described in Proposition 11, then ε (x) φ is σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one
of Ng(x)έ%?(Hp) onto a countably generated subalgebra of the same
type [41] This induces a σ-weakly continuous projection of norm
one of Np onto a countably generated subalgebra of the same type.
REMARK
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We now consider the projections of norm one of a type III algebra
onto its countably generated subalgebra. For this we need the crossed
product of a von Neumann algebra with its one parameter automorphism group. We briefly review some of the necessary notation and
results of Takesaki [36] with appropriate reference citations. Let
N be a von Neumann algebra on the Hubert space K and let {Θt} be
a strongly continuous one parameter group of automorphisms of N.
Let L\K\ R) be the completion of the pre-Hilbert space 3ίΓ{K\ R)
of all continuous functions of compact support of R into K in the
inner product
, ζ(t))dt .
There is a canonical normal isomorphism πθ of N onto a von Neumann
2
algebra on L (K;R) given by
(10)

(πo(x)ζ)(t) = θϊ\x)ζ(ί) ,

and there is a strongly continuous unitary representation Xθ of R on
L2(K;R) given by
(11)

(λ,(ί)ζ)(8) = ζ(« - t) .

[36, (3.1), (3.2).] The von Neumann algebra on L%K;R) generated
by πθ(N) and XΘ(R) is called the crossed product of N by the action
of θ on R and is denoted by &((N, K); θ) = &(N; θ). For every x
in N and t in R, the relation
Xθ(t)πθ(x)Xθ(-t)

= πθ(θt(x))

holds [36, (3.2)]. Furthermore, the von Neumann algebra &((Nf K); θ)
does not depend on K in the following sense: if there is an isomorphism Φ of JV onto a von Neumann algebra Nt on the Hubert space
Kx with a strongly continuous one parameter automorphism group φ
such that Φ θt = φt- Φ for every t eR, then there is an isomorphism
Φ of &((N,K);Θ) onto &((Nlf KJ φ) such that πφ Φ-=Φ-πθ and
χφ = φ.χθ [36, Proposition 3.4].
Let R be identified with its dual group under the action (t, s).
Let μ(s) be the unitary operator on L\K R) defined by μ(s)ζ(t) ~
(t, s)-ζ(ί); then μ(s) satisfies the relations
μ(s)πθ(x)μ(-s) =
and
so that
0

8)

(seR)
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is a strongly continuous one parameter automorphism of &(N; θ)
called the dual action of (the dual group) R on &(N; θ) [36, (4.1)(4.5)]. The algebra &(.<^(N;Θ);Θ) is isomorphic to
N®^{L\R))
[36, Theorem 4.5].
Let f be a faithful normal semi-finite weight on N such that
ψ-θt = e^ψ and let J < be the maximal modular Hubert algebra of
the generalized Hubert algebra associated with ψ supplied with
structure of a locally convex topological vector space induced by the
semi-norms
\\χ\\s = lub{||s|| + \\π{A"x)\\ + \\π\Δxx)\\ \XeS}

(12)

where S runs through the compact subsets of C. The algebra
; R) of all continuous functions of compact support of R into
is a modular Hubert algebra with suitably defined multiplication
and modular automorphisms whose completion and left algebra are
L\H(ψ);R) and &((N, H(φ));θ) respectively. The canonical weight
ψ on &(N;Θ) associated with SΓ(Jϊζ R) given by
_

2

N

f||ζ|| ,
(oo ,

if x = τr(ζ)*7r(ζ) for
otherwise

ζeSn^RT

is called the dual weight of ψ, and it is faithful, normal, and semifinite [36, Theorem 5.12, Definition 5.14].
Now let M be a type III von Neumann algebra on the Hubert
space H. Let ζ0 be a cyclic and separating vector for M, and let {σt}
be the modular automorphism group of the generalized Hubert algebra
Mζ0. The algebra ^(M; σ) is of type ΠM [36, Theorem 8.11] and
admits a faithful normal semi-finite trace ψ such that ψ σt = e~*ψ
[36, Lemma 8.2]. The modular automorphism group of the dual
weight ψ on &(&(N; σ); σ) is <Γ [36, Theorem 8.3].
We now show that a σ-finite type III algebra has a σ-weakly
continuous projection of norm one onto a countably generated type
III subalgeba, whose center is contained in the original algebra.
(The proof of the latter appears in Theorem 15.)
PROPOSITION 14. Every σ-finite type III von Neumann algebra
has a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one onto a
countably generated von Neumann subalgebra of type III.

Proof. Every σ-finite von Neumann algebra is isomorphic to a
Neumann algebra with cyclic and separating vector. Thus, it von
is sufficient to show that the canonical algebra M has a projection
of the specified kind whenever M is type III.
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The von Neumann algebra M0^(L\R))
is isomorphic to both
M and &(&(M; σ); σ), and the algebra N — &(M; σ) is an algebra
of type Hoc that admits a faithful normal trace ψ satisfying the
relation ψ σt = e"*ψ for teR.
The algebra N is σ-finite since it is
isomorphic under the canonical embedding to a weakly closed subalgebra of the σ-finite algebra &(N; σ). There is an isomorphism Φ
of N onto a von Neumann algebra with cyclic and separating vector
ζ0. There is a subalgebra έ% containing ζ0 of the maximal modular
Hubert algebra of Φ(N)ξ0 satisfying the properties:
( i ) & is invariant;
(ii) £f*{0)
is a separable C*-algebra;
(iii) J5?*{^)" is invariant under each automorphism Φ σt Φ"1;
(iv) £έ>*(0)" is of type IL;
(v) the restriction of ψ Φ"1 to £f*{0fψ is semi-finite; and
(vi) the complement of the set of all χ in the spectrum of the
center Ό of Φ(N) such that (τg)χ is not a primary state of Jzf*{έ%)
is nowhere dense (Proposition 11).
f
Here g is the maximal abelian projection in D corresponding to
the subspace closure Dξo The center of £f*(0)"
is contained in
the center of Φ(N) (Proposition 10). Therefore, the algebra P —
Φ~1(c5^*(^)") is a countably generated type Π^ von Neumann subalgebra of N, whose center E is contained in that of N, on which
ψ is semi-finite, and which is invariant under σt.
The von Neumann algebra B generated by the image of the
canonical embedding of P and R in «^?(^P(Λf; σ); σ) is countably
generated, semi-finite under the dual weight ψ of ψ, and invariant
under the modular automorphisms associated with ψ [36, §§ 5, 8].
There is a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one of
&(&(M;σ);σ)
onto B [35]. We complete the proof by obtaining a
contradiction to the assumption that B has a nonzero semi-finite part.
Since the algebra ^?(P;(σ|P)) is isomorphic to J5, we may assume
that &(P;(σ\P)) has a nonzero semi-finite part. There would be a
nonzero projection p in the center E of P which is fixed under {σt}
and a strongly continuous one parameter unitary group {ut} in Ep
such that
δ.(ut) =

ίst

e ut

[36, Corollary 8.7]. Since the algebra E is contained in the center
of N, the algebra ^?((ikf; σ); σ) would also have a nonzero semi-finite
part [36, Corollary 8.7]. This is a contradiction. Hence, the algebra
B is purely infinite.
We now obtain the information on the field {Mχ} when M is of
type III.
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THEOREM 15. Let M be a type III von Neumann algebra with
center C, let ζ0 be a cyclic and separating vector, let e be the abelian
projection of C corresponding to the subspace generated by Cζ0, and
τ be the C-module homomorphism of M into C defined by τ(x)e = exe.
Then there is an open dense subset Xo of the spectrum X of C such
that, for every χ in Xo, the canonical representation pχ of the state
τχ of M given by τχ(x) — r(cc)'Xx) is of type III. In particular, there
is an invariant subalgebra £& of the maximal "modular Hilbert
algebra of the generalized Hilbert algebra MζQ with the following property: there is an open dense subset Xo of X such that (px(^f *(&))") Qχ
is a type III factor and there is a faithful σ-weakly continuous
projection εχ of norm one of (pχ(M)")qχ onto (pχ(J?f*(^ί)y')<ίχ with
(ύχ εχ = β)χ. Here a)χ is the normal functional on pχ(M)" with
O)χ. pχ. = zχ and qχ is the support of ωχ on pχ{M)".

Proof. There is a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection ε of
norm one of M onto a countably generated type III von Neumann
subalgebra N (Proposition 14). There is a countable subset S^ of
the maximal modular Hilbert algebra J^J of the generalized Hilbert
algebra Mζ0 such that the weak closure of π(S^) contains N and
there is an invariant subalgebra & of J ^ containing S^ U {ζ0} and
an open dense subset Γo of X such that
(1) &\&)
is separable, and
(2) the restriction of τχ to =Sf * ( ^ ) is a primary state for χ
in Γo (Lemma 9). The restriction of ε to J 2 ^ * ( ^ ) " is a faithful
σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one onto N. This means
that J 2 ^ * ( ^ ) " is a type III algebra ([40, Theorem 3], [29, 2.6.5])
whose center is contained in the center of M (Proposition 10).
We now show that ρt(£f *(&))" = =3^*(^) χ is a type III factor
for every χ in an open dense subset XQ for Γo. We could use the
results of Lance [19] to show that, for any given Borel measure on
X, the exceptional set of all χ such that £f*(έ%)τ is not of type
III is of measure 0. Here it is more appropriate to show that the
exceptional set is nowhere dense. However, we work with fields of
inner automorphisms as does Lance.
The state ω = ωζQ of Jzf*(.^)" is faithful and normal, and the
modular automorphism group of βSf * ( ^ ) " associated with ω is the
restriction of {σt} to e = ^ * ( ^ ) " (Lemma 3). There is a sequence
{Pi} of nonzero central projections of £f*{0f}"
of sum 1 and a
sequence {βj of positive real numbers such that σH is not an inner
automorphism on Sf*(έ%)" for any nonzero projection p center of
J^*(^O"/, otherwise, there is a nonzero projection p in the center
of &*{&)" such that σs is inner on ^ * ( ^ ) " for every s > 0, and
this is impossible due to the fact that the restriction of {σt} to
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is the modular automorphism group of £?*(&)% associated
with the faithful normal functional ωpζQ ([3, Lemma 4.1a], [34,
Corollary 14.3]).
Now there is no loss of generality in assuming p — pt is equal
to 1. In fact, the vector ξ = pζQ is a cyclic and separating vector
for Mp, and the set pJϊf0 is the maximal modular Hubert algebra for
the algebra Mpξ due to the fact that modular operator and the
unitary involution of Mpξ are Δp and Jp. Also the algebra p& is
an invariant subalgebra of pJ&Ό; J*f*(p&) is equal to .Sf*(.^)j>,
and the von Neumann algebra generated by ,9?*\p&) on pH is
equal to ^f*(.^?)".
Thus Mp has a faithful σ-weakly continuous
projection of norm one onto £f*{&)9'
(Lemma 3 and [35]). Furthermore, the projection ep of pH onto clos Cξ is an abelian projection of the commutant of the center Cp of Mp and under the
identification of the spectrum of Cp with the set Xt of all χ in X
with p"(χ) = 1, the Hubert space of the canonical representation as
well as the image under the canonical representation of (τep)χ on
JZp*(p^f) or Mp is exactly the Hubert space of the canonical representation and the image of the canonical representation of τχ on
JS?*(&)
or M respectively for χ in Xt. Finally, the union of open
dense sets in each Xt will be an open dense subset of X. So we
may assume that p = 1. For simplicity we let s = st.
Let πχ denote the canonical representation of j5f*(&) on the
χ
Hubert space Kχ induced by τZf let πz(£f*(&))" = Az and let σ be the
modular automorphism group of the generalized Hubert algebra Aχe(χ)
(Proposition 4). Let Πm be the subset of all pairs (χ, x) of the set
such that
(i)
(ii)

x

%σ s{m)(y) = yx for all y e Ax, and
2"1 £ (xe(χ), e(χ)) + (x*e(χ), e(χ)).

Here s(m) denotes the number s(m) = s/2m. Let c denote the map
of a pair in 770 onto its first coordinate. We can see that the set
{χeX\Aχ is a semi-finite factor} is contained in c(Πm). Indeed, if Aχ
is a semi-finite factor, there is a strongly continuous one parameter
group of unitary operators {ut} in Aχ such that
σj(x) = utxu-t
for every x in Ax [34, Theorem 14.2] and thus (χ, us{m)) is in Πm for
some sufficiently large m.
Now the space Πo is compact in the weakest topology induced
by the functions i and {τy,z\y, ze^f*(^?)}
where
, ze(χ))
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for (χ, x) in Πo. We use ideas from Stratila and Zsidό [32, 1.1.1]
in verifying this. There is a homeomophism Φ of Πo onto the
compact product space
Π = X x Π{C(y, z)\(y, z)e j 2 f " W ) x
where
given by
If {(%w> flu} is a n e t ΐ n #o whose image {Φ(χw, #„)} converges to
(%> ί^y,*}) ί n ^^ t ^ e numbers λ^,, satisfy the relation
, ze(χn))\
<,limsuv\\xn\\\\ye(χn)\\\\ze(χn)\\
[8, Lemma 9]. There is a bilinear form
<ye(X), ze(χ)) = \,z
on the dense linear manifold ^f*(.^?)e(χ) of Kχ.
bounded linear operator x on Kχ such that

There is a unique

for all ?/, s in J*f*(&). We show that x is in Aχ. Let ζ, ^, ξ be in
^ and let pχ be the projection of C'e(χ) onto ^Γχ; then we have that
), π(τj)e(χ))
lim(xnπ(ζξ)e(χn), π(η)β(χn))
π{η)e{χ)) .
Since the commutant of Aχ is generated by &*(&)(χ)px (Proposition
4), the operator x is in Aχ. This means that Πo is homeomorphic to
a closed subset of the compact product space 77, and thus Πo is
compact.
Now we show that Πm is a closed subset of Πo. If {(χn, α?u)} is
a net in ZΓTO converging to (χ, #) in Πo, then it is clear that (χ, cc)
satisfies property (ii) of the definition of Πm. If ζ, ί, ^ are in. ^
and 8 = s(m), then we have
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= ((πz(π(ζ)))xπ(Oe(χ), π(η)e{χ)) .
Hence, the pair (χ, x) satisfies property (i) and the set Πm is closed
in /70
We show that c(Πm) is nowhere dense in X. Since t is a continuous map, the set c{Πm) is closed. We obtain a contradiction from
the assumption that c(Πm) contains a nonvoid open subset and consequently a nonvoid open and closed subset Xm. There is projection
in C whose Gelfand transform is the characteristic function of Xm.
As already proved, there is no loss of generality in the assumption
that this projection is 1. We now find a nonzero y0 in £g*(0tyf
such that yo<?S(m)(y) — Wo for all y in £f *{&)". There is a continuous
function φ of X into Πm such that c-φ(χ) = χ ([7], [12], cf. [32, §1]).
Let xχ be the element in the unit sphere of Aχ such that
Φ(a) = (Xf xx)

for χ in X.

The function
χ

> (xχye(ϊ), ze(χ))

is a continuous complex-valued function of Xfor y, z in £f*{0)
to the definition of the topology on ΠQ. For y and 0 in £f
let <^/e, ^β> denote the element of C satisfying

due

(ye, zey(χ) = (xχye(χ), ze{χ))
for every χ in X.

We have that

se>ζ0, ζ o )| =

^\\\y<x)W

ze(χ)\\dv(χ)

where v is the spectral measure on X such that
- (wζ0, ζ c )

for every w in C. Hence, there is a bounded linear operator x0 on
the subspace K generated by J5f*(^)ζo such that
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(xoyζo, zζ 0 ) = ((ye, ze)ζ0, ζ 0 )

for all y, z in £?*(&).

If ζ, ζ, η are in &, we have that

(xoπ\ζ)ζ, v) = (xoττ(ζf )C, π(?)ζ0)

= (τr'
and consequently, that x0 is in &*(0)'q.
Here g is the projection
of H onto K. We recall that ^ is a modular algebra such that
j^*{^y; = J ^ W )

and

(Lemma 3) so t h a t

Therefore, the element x0 is in J~>?*(£%)". The projection q is in
&>*{&)' and has central support 1 in £f*(<^)' since «5f*(^)'ζ 0
contains the dense subset Λf'ζ0 of ίί. So there is a unique y0 in
£?*(&)" with 2/og = x0. For ζ, f, ?7 in & and s = s(w), we have
(from relation (2)) that
(yoσs(π(ξ))ζ, η) = (yoπ((J'°ί)ζ)ζ0,

), π{η)e(χ))dv

Thus, we have that
<iy<,σAπ{ζ))q = qπ(ξ)yoq
for all ζ 6 & and so
yoσs(z) = zy0
for all z in «2f * ( ^ ) " .

We also have that
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e(χ)))dv

implies yQ is nonzero. Now this means that there is a nonzero direct
summand of Jϊf*(^)"
(viz. £?*{&)" reduced modulo the central
support of y0) on which σ8 is inner [17, proof, Theorem 1.1]. This
is incompatible with the earlier choice of s. Thus we see that the set
c(Πm) and consequently, Όc(Πm) is nowhere dense in X. Thus, the set
{χeX\Aχ
is nowhere dense in X.

is not a semi-finite factor}
Since the set

{χeX\Aχ

is not a factor}

is also nowhere dense in X> the set
{χeX\Aχ

is a type III factor}

contains an open dense subset Xo of X. The projection qx in Mx —
Px(M)" of Hχ onto clos Mxe(χ) has central support 1. There is a
faithful σ-weakly continuous projection εx of norm one of (Mχ)q onto
its von Neumann subalgebra (J*f*(&)χ)q
such that ωχ εx — ωx
(Corollary 5). The projection qχ is in ^f%^)fχ
and has the same
central support in £f*{0}\
as the projection p\ of Hχ onto Kx (cf.
proof, Corollary 5). Thus, the algebras (£?*(&)χ)qx and Aχ =
Pχ are isomorphic for every χ in X, and the algebras
are type III factors for every χ in Xo. This means that
x
the (Mχ)q are type III algebras for every χ in Xo; and therefore,
that the algebras Mx are type III algebras for every χ in Xo due to
the fact that the central support of each qx is 1.
REMARKS 16 (i). For every χ in XQ} the von Neumann algebra
Dx generated by (<2f*(^)x)qχ and its relative commutant in (Mx)Qχ
is isomorphic to the tensor product of (J*f*(&)χ)qχ and its relative
commutant [35, Corollary 1]. There is a unique σ-weakly continuous
projection of norm one of (Mx)qχ onto Dx ([35, Corollary 1] and [4,
Theorem 1.5.5]) and this projection necessarily leaves ωx invariant.
(ii) For every χ in l f l , the algebra Bx generated by Mx and the
projection p'z of Hx onto Kx is a type III factor. In fact, the algebra
p'χMxp'χ is equal to ££?*{0\v\ (Corollary 5), and therefore, the algebra
p'xBxpx

= £<

is a type III factor on Kx (Theorem 15). If x is in the center of
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Bχ, then the element xp'χ = p'χxp'χ is in the center of Jtf*(&)xpx and
so is a scalar multiple Xp'χ of p'χ. This means x is equal to λ because

for every y in Mχ. Thus the algebra Bχ is a type III factor.
(iii) For any χ in X, the algebra Mχ is a factor if and only if
p'χ is in the commutant of the center of Mχ. Indeed, if p'χ is in the
commutant, the map x-*xp\ of the center of Mx is an isomorphism
onto the scalar multiples of p'χ.
For the next corollary, it is convenient to introduce the following
terminology. A von Neumann algebra N is said to be the simple
product of type III algebras if there is a set {pn} of central projections of N of sum 1, a set {Nn} of isomorphic type III algebras, and
a set {Hn} of Hubert spaces such that Npn is isomorphic to Nn (x)
&(H%) for every n.
If p is a representation of a von Neumann algebra P such that
p(P)" is compatible with a simple product of type III algebras so is
every representation of P quasi-equivalent to p (cf. [6, § 5]).
We no longer assume that M has a cyclic and separating vector.
COROLLARY 17. Let M be a type III von Neumann algebra with
center C. There is a one-one map χ —> (χ) of the spectrum X of C
into the set of quasi-equivalence classes of representations of M
compatible with simple products of type III algebras with the following properties: if φ is a normal functional on M, then there
are states {φχ\χeX} of M and a measure v on X such that
(i ) v is the spectral measure obtained by restricting φ to C;
(ii) the canonical representation of M induced by φχ is in class
(χ) except perhaps for a nowhere dense set of X;
(iii) for every χ in X except for perhaps a nowhere dense set,
there is a convex w*-compact set Fχ of type III states of M whose
extreme points are type III factor states of M, and a Borel measure
μχ on Fχ quasi-supported by the extreme points of Fχ such that
φχ(x) = \ω(x)dμx(ω) for every x in M;
(iv) φχ(x) = αΓ(χ) for every x in C and χ in X;
(v) χ —* φχ(x) is continuous on X for fixed x in M; and
c

(vi) φ{x) = \φχ(x)dv(χ) for every x in M.
Proof. Let {#J be a set of nonzero σ-finite projections of M
whose respective central supports {pj form a set of orthogonal
projections of sum 1 [5; III, 1, Lemma 7]. There is no loss of
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generality in assuming that pt is the sum of an infinite family of
orthogonal equivalent projections one of which is gt [5; III, 8,
Theorem 1, Corollary 2]. Each algebra Mg. = Mt acts (i.e., is
isomorphic to a von Neumann algebra that acts) on a Hubert space
Hi with separating and cyclic vector ζ,. Let β4 be the maximal
abelian projection of the commutant of the center Ct = Cgi of Mt
corresponding to the subspace of H^ generated by C^ζ, and let τ< be
the map of M into Cpi satisfying
The existence of τ* follows from the fact that Cpt is isomorphic to
Ct under the map x—>xgi [5; I, 2, Proposition 2]. The map ^ of M
into C defined by
is a positive σ-weakly continuous C-module homomorphism of M with
1. Let Xo be the dense open subset of X equal to
Xo = {χeX\p?(χ) - 1 for some

Pi

}

and let χ be in Xo with j>Γ(%) = 1. We have that

Φχ(x) - Φ(xΓ(ϊ) = τ ^ Γ ί χ )
for x in Λf. Let π χ be the canonical representation of M on the
Hubert space Hχ induced by φχ and let ζχ be the cyclic vector such
the ωζ πχ = φχ. The central support of πχ(gt) in πχ{M)" is 1 since
1 = Φx(9i) = ll^(^)Cz||
The subspace πx{g^Hχ of iϊ χ is generated by πχ{gi)πχ(M)ζχf or
equivalently by πχ(gtMgi)ζz, and thus is identified with the Hubert
space of the canonical representation of the state τiχ(x) — τβi(x)~(χ)
of Mi. The von Neumann algebra (Λft)χ = Mn generated by πχigtMgi)
on 7ϋχ(gi)Hχ is the von Neumann algebra generated by the image of
Mi under the canonical representation of r i χ . Let qχ be the support
of ωχ — ωζχ on Jbf<z. For every χ in an open dense subset of {χeX\
PΪ(l) = 1}> there exists a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection εx
of norm one of (Miz)q onto its type III factor von Neumann subalgebra
P χ as in Theorem 15. The projection qx is in the commutant P'x of
Px (Corollary 5). By replacing Xo by a smaller open dense set, we
may assume such a projection ex of norm one exists for all χ in Xo.
If χ is in XOf then we show that the algebra πx(M)" is compatible with a simple product of type III algebras. For χ in XQ, there
is a pΓ containing χ in its support. The projection 7cx{gi)qx is a purely
infinite d-finite projection of πx{M)" of central support 1, and thus
the algebra πx(M)" is purely infinite. Furthermore, the projection
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z can be embedded in an infinite set of equivalent orthogonal
projections. Thus, it is sufficient to show that a type III algebra N
is compatible with a simple product of type III algebras whenever
it satisfies the following conditions: there is a ^-finite projection r
of central support one in Nt an infinite set of orthogonal equivalent
projections in N summing to r, and a type III factor subalgebra Q of
N containing r in its commutant such that Nr has a faithful σ-weakly
continuous projection θ of norm one onto Q. Now we can find a
family {zd\jeJ} of nonzero orthogonal central projections of sum 1
in N and corresponding infinite families {rjk \ k e Kj} of orthogonal
equivalent projections of sum r3- such that rjQ = rz3 . Here we are
assuming that 0 is in each index set Kj. There is no loss of
generality in the assumption that the cardinalities \Kά\ of the sets
Kj are distinct. The algebras Nzj are isomorphic to Nzj® &{Hj),
where Hd is a Hubert space of dimension \Kd\. The projection rd0
is in Q' and thus θ(rj0) is a strictly positive scalar. The map
is a faithful p-weakly continuous projection of norm one of NrjQ onto
Qrj0 and thus θh (x) (identity) is a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection of norm 1 of an isomorphic image of NrjQ onto Qrj0
[41, Theorem 2], Therefore the map

is a faithful σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one of an
isomorphic image of N onto ΣQry 0 ® ^ ( Hy) T^ e projections r i 0
have central support 1 in Q' since Qr is a factor. Thus, the algebras
Qrj0 are all isomorphic to Q and the algebra N is compatible with a
simple product of type III algebras. Thus, we have proved that
πx(M)" is compatible with a simple product of type III algebras
whenever χ is in the open dense set Xo of X.
For χ in Xo, let (χ) be the quasi-equivalence class of πx. For
each χ not in Xo, let (χ) be an arbitrary class of the III factor
representations of M/[χ] [28].
Now let φ be a normal functional on M. There is a state Φ in
Mi with (φ\C) - Φ — φ and a spectral measure v o n l such that

φ{x) = ja
for every # in C so that the field {φx\χeX} given by ψz(x) = Φ{xT{χ)
satisfies properties (i)-(vi) with the possible exception of (iii) ([11],
cf. §1). We verify {φx} satisfies (iii).
There is no loss of generality in the assumption that the center
C of M is σ-finite and has a separating vector ζ since every com-
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mutative von Neumann algebra is the product of such algebras [5;
I, 2, Proposition 3, Corollary]. The support /of the normal functional
ωζ Φ on M is σ-finite and is equal to the support of Φ. The central
support of / is 1 since the Olinearity of Φ implies 1 — / cannot
majorize a nonzero central projection. The functional ωζ Φ restricted
to Mf is a faithful normal functional and so there is a cyclic and
separating vector ξ for Mf such that ωξ(x) — ωζ Φ{x) for all xeMf
[5; III, 1, Theorem 3]. The functional ωξ may also be written as
ωξ •== ωξ Φ on Mf due to the fact Φ is C-linear.
Now the projection e corresponding to the subspace generated
by Cζ or equivalently, by Cfξ is a maximal abelian projection in the
commutant of the center Cf of Mf such that ωζ r = ωξ. Here τ = τe.
Since / has central support 1, the algebra C is isomorphic to Cf
under the map c -> cf and the spectrum X of C is homeomorphic to
the spectrum T of Cf under the map χ —> χ/. We have that

τ(fχfnχf)

= (Φ(fχf)fT(χf) = &(»)

for every χ in X and x in ilf.
Let ^
be an invariant subalgebra with 1 of the maximal
modular algebra of the generalized Hubert algebra Mfζ such that
(1) «=S^*(^) is separable, and (2) τυ is a type III primary state of
Mf on an open dense subset Γo of Ύ (Theorem 15). Let χf~υ
be
in Γo. We show that τυ can be decomposed as required in part (iii)
on Γo. Let p be the canonical representation induced by τ0 and let
p' be the projection of H(τυ) onto the subspace generated by
. The map ε0 of p(Mf) into B = p'pi^f* (&?))" pr given by
(Corollary 5) has the properties: (a) εo(#*) == εo(#)*; (b) eo(a0 ^ 0 if
x ^ 0; (c) εo(yxz) == sQ(y)ε0(x)ε0(z) if y, z are in p(J*f*(&));

and (d)

εo(p(J*f *(&))) is σ-weakly dense in JS. The set E of linear maps ε
of p(Mf) into 2? satisfying properties (a), (b), (c) and ε(x) — εo(x) for
a? in p(£?*{0?)) is a convex set which is compact in the topology of
pointwise σ-weak convergence of the space &(ρ(Mf), B) of bounded
linear operators of p(Mf) into B. The canonical representation induced
by ωe{0) ε p is a type III (resp. a type III factor) representation of
Mf if ε is a point (resp. extreme point) of E. A suitable adaptation
of the proof given by S. Sakai ([28], cf. [29,4.6.9 and 4.6.10]) for
extreme points can be used in the present case. By the ChoquetBishop-de Leeuw theorem (cf. [23, §4]), there is a Borel measure
μ on E quasi-supported by the extreme points of E such that
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for every continuous linear functional ψ on the space &{ρ{Mf), B)
with the specified topology. In particular, we have that
τ£x) = ωe{υ)(p{x))

for all x in Mf.

= ω9(υ)(e0(p(x)))

=

Now the map
e-—>ωe{υ).ε-p(f.f)

is an affine homeomorphism of E onto a convex w*-compaet set i*\
of type III states of M whose extreme points are primary type III
states. Identifying the measure μ on E with the measure induced
on Fx by the homeomorphism, we get a Borel measure μ = μχ on Fχ
that is quasi-supported by the extreme points such that
φχ(x) = \

ω(x)dμχ(ω)

for every x in M. Since the set {χ'|χ'/ e Γo} is an open dense subset
of X, we have proved that conclusion (iii) holds true.
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